
A mini guide to a creative
career check-in

 

02
How much money do you make? 
Get down to the details – how much
do you make and how do you spend it?
Is work seasonal, continuous or some
kind of combo? Does it all come from
one revenue source? And is it enough
to support your lifestyle and your
craft? Money questions can be tough,
so remember to be honest and kind
with yourself. 

04
Fill in the blank; Networking is... 
Essential to a healthy career;
A great way to meet new people;
Horrid and a waste of time;
Super awkward and stressful;
Better online, than meeting IRL...
Finding out how you feel about
meeting other people professionally, is
going to help you understand your
comfort levels with business
communication. 

01
What do you really do all day? 
Being a creator, you probably wear a lot of
different hats. List them out and against each
item, put down a number to represent the
approx. time you spend on it in a day.
For eg., 20% of my time is spent on sketching,
30% on email etc.

03
Where are your customers? 
Customers, clients or audience –
where do you find yours? Do they
live in specific cities, and what online
platforms do they like to engage
with? Understanding where your
supporters are, can allow you to
make smarter decisions about things
like marketing, distribution and
representation.

For more resources like this, check out artistiklicense.org
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05
When did you last ask for help? 
Do you prefer to do everything
yourself? What are things you wish
you had assistance with? Answering
this question is to going to highlight
your approach to delegation,
community and selfcare – trust us,
they're all related.

06
How do you measure success? 
Is it a number of views, streams and
followers? Revenue and profits?
Striking a balance between your
creative ambitions and your personal
life? Recognition? Be unapologetic and
completely honest when answering
this one.

07
Are you excited about work? 
Being passionate about your craft is key
to a healthy creative career. It's not just
about showing up or being good at it;
but are you still excited about your
creativity? Maybe not every day, but if
you're leaning towards a 'meh' rather
than a 'yay', it's time to really dig deep
and see what's changed over time.

Answering these questions
can help you get clear on
where you are right now, so
you can make better goals
and choices that can help
achieve real growth and
progress in your creative
career.
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